The numerical evaluation is not easy. Whittaker+Watson [9] and Temme [8] give a good discussion of the Γ Function and several basic properties. In contrast to that Lanczos [4] developed approximations with a restricted precision by using Chebyshev polynomials in the range [-1..+1] (instead of shifted polynomials which will be used exclusively in this paper). Chebychev polynomials were introduced into numerical analysis especially by Lanczos [5] in the US since 1935 and by Clenshaw [2] in GB since 1960.-
The next formula is due to James Stirling (1730)
The B 2 n are the Bernoulli numbers with a poor behaviour: 
They decrease at the beginning only slowly and then grow with (2n)!. The complete terms in the infinite sum eq. (2) depend on n and z and grow nevertheless, especially if z is small: 
The summation has to stop before the terms begin to grow unrestricted. There is an optimal position depending on z where summation has to end. This problem is discussed in some detail in [3] 2 . A further disadvantage is the low convergence of the admitted terms. In fig. 1 the problem is described in some detail depending on z: fig. 1a shows the maximal number of convergent terms, fig. 1b shows the maximal achievable accuracy in decimal digits. The Chebyshev polynomials were derived by the Russian Mathematician P. L. Chebyshev (1821-1894) [6] . Among all normalized power polynomials of same degree they have the smallest deviation from zero in a predefined intervall. Most of their beautiful properties are described by Snyder [7] and Clenshaw [2] showing many applications to transcendental functions and differential equations. The approximation of the Γ Function is represented by Figure 2 contains 53 Chebyshev coefficients of the Γ-function for an accuracy of 30 decimal digits in the whole range 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞. Using two coefficients the corresponding powerseries is:
the maximal relativ error (Figure 3a ) is less than 8 * 10 −4 .Using eleven coefficients for the corresponding powerseries 
the maximal relativ error (Figure 3b ) is less than 2 * 10 −11 . 
Chebychev coefficients Γ-function
(a) relative error using only 2 coefficients (b) relative error using 11 coefficients With four coefficients the powerseries expansion is:
The maximal relativ error ( Figure 5 ) is less than 7 * 10 −6 . In contrast to that in the famous Handbook of Mathematical Functions [1] 3 the series expansion for Γ −1 is completely wrong.
The LnΓ Function
The approximation is represented by Figure 6 contains the Chebyshev coefficients with a precision of 30 decimal digits for the whole range of 1 ≤ z ≤ ∞. Using only the first two coefficients and building the power series form
the maximum absolute error (Figure 7a ) is less than 5 * 10 −4 . Using five coefficients
the maximum absolute error (Figure 7b ) is less than 2 * 10 −7 . 
Chebyshev coefficients

The Chebyshev Inter polation of the Psi (Digamma) Function
This function is the first derivative of the LnΓ Function:
After differentiating the sum using eq. (23) and eq. (24) , −
) has to be added. The final result is
Summation of the Harmonic Series
−ψ (0) (1) = γ = 0.57721 56649 01532 86061 is Euler's constant.
defines and computes the n-th harmonic number H n .
Inter polating further Polygamma Functions
Differentiating the result of eq. (14) as before one gets
) has to be added yielding
The higher Polygamma Functions can be approximated applying the two step differentiation repeatedly without additional correction. Each next generated function looses about two decimal digits in precision.
Summation of the higher Harmonic Series
The general relation is:
and especially for z=n integer
and further specialized with m=1
Relations of the Shifted Chebychev Polynomials
The Shifted Chebyshev polynomials are defined by
They are power polynomials in z. Their highest coefficient 2 r−1 is used for normalization. Chebyshev proved [6] that among all normalized power polynomials of same degree (or less) they have the smallest deviation from zero in the range 0 ≤ z ≤ +1. That makes them unique for optimal interpolation in the declared region. The ranges may be adapted by linear or even nonlinear transformations. The polynomials for the intervall 0 ≤ z ≤ +1 are called the shifted polynomials. They are used here exclusively. Explicit expressions for the first few shifted Chebyshev polynomials are:
Chebychev approximation of smooth functions
5.1.1 Numerical determination of the a * r -coefficients For the given function f(z) the a * r can be determined by
means: terms with j=0 and j=m must be halfed and m should be chosen sufficiently large for a good approximation.
Summation
1. substituting the T * -polynomials by their powerseries representations and thereafter applying the Horner Scheme or 2. it is better to use the coefficients directly: starting with a sufficiently large index n and applying recursion:
Differentiation
1. In order to get f (z) = and applies the recursion till r=1.
Differentiation (chainrule) of
In addition to the former derivation step each coefficient of the derived form has to be multiplied by
applying the multiplication rule of the next subsection.
Multiplication of two Chebyshev approximations
The relation
is used for multiplying two polynomials eq. (20). The resulting polynomial has m+n+1 coefficients and may be further reduced in length with a minor loss in accuracy. 
Chebyshev coefficients
